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InMotion Global TMS™ Named 2013 Top Green Provider  
 
Food Logistics has chosen InMotion Global as a leader in green logistics For Technology 
Solutions Making Distribution and Logistics More Efficient and More Widespread 
 
Saint Petersburg, FL – June 20, 2013 
 
Food Logistics has released its annual list of Top Green Providers for 2013.  The award recognizes companies 
that exemplify best practices in sustainability in the food and beverage supply chain.  InMotion Global TMS™, 
the world’s only totally free patent-pending transportation management system (TMS), drives sustainability by 
lowering distribution costs and increasing efficiency for the shippers using it.  
 
Tim Higham, President and CEO of InMotion Global said, “Shippers using a transportation management system 
like InMotion Global TMS™ lower their distribution costs and become more efficient. Best of all, InMotion 
Global TMS™ comes at zero cost to any shipper who wants to save money and drive sustainability. InMotion 
Global TMS™ has removed any barrier to entry for the estimated 85% of shippers not using a TMS system 
today by completely eradicating cost as a concern. It is a well known fact that a shipper using a TMS is more 
efficient than a shipper not using a TMS - and efficiency is good for us all”.  
 
Lara L. Sowinski, editor-in-chief at Food Logistics, explained, “Sustainability in the supply chain continues to 
evolve as more companies recognize the necessity for environmental conservation, while new technologies 
like InMotion Global TMS™ are making it easier to adopt and quantify sustainable practices”. 
 
InMotion Global, Inc. is the creator of InMotion Global TMS™ and offers two versions of the InMotion Global 
TMS™ transportation management system – a “dedicated” system for large companies and a “shared” system 
for smaller shippers. Both systems offer exactly the same features and functionality and both offer zero cost 
options.  
 
About InMotion Global, Inc.   

InMotion Global, Inc. provides the industry-leading and patent-pending Transportation Management System, Ascend 
TMS™ with its companion web-based load tracking portal LoadLink™ to thousands of shippers, 3PL”s and asset carriers in 
19 different countries across the United States.  Ascend TMS™ is the only TMS software that provides a true enterprise 
level TMS solution at zero cost to users. InMotion Global’s TMS software manages logistics operations for multi-billion 
dollar international corporations as well as small sole-proprietor based businesses. InMotion Global, Inc. is partially 
owned by Palm Beach Capital (www.PBCap.com), a large Florida based private equity firm.  InMotion Global, Inc. has been 
headquartered in Florida since 2002. Learn more at www.InMotionGlobal.com. 
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